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Descriptions book creating independent space publishing platform, US, 2014. Paperback. Bet: New. Language: English. Brand new book. Redemption Manual 5.0 Book 1 will teach you about the process that will take you from a debtor slave on the farm to a secure party creditor – no small feat! This is the latest,
'updated version' of the original Redemption Manual along with free books of servitude to make you read amazing with great instructions. Here you will learn the necessary principles for your druid REDEEM and control your debtor and all your property by filling security interests and allowing you to create standing and
capacity as a secure party creditor. This is how to book that will teach you; What redemption is (commercial and biblical perspective), how companies have to plan the right things, educate the public, the monetary system, the republic, create money and banks, your mirror image, and the HJR-192. It will walk you through
all the start-up documents with forms and instructions. You will also be shown how to 'do your' security agreement, copyright notice, keep harmless agreement, UCC-1 and UCC-3 into your control, 'debtor/'male straw' and all collateral and property. Vendor Inventory #APC9781497480087 More information about this
vendor | Contacting this vendor is still working my way through this much necessary reading! I don't think I enjoy reading this fairly big long item as much as I am now though I'm on page 51 now and moving fast! So let me have my thoughts so far: there are a lot of folks lay online making the business of selling this
information that it can be rather than a tug of war trying to just take a first step! You kind of wish someone that anyone would just lie it in easy looking for the right steps when you think some? Another piece of information gets thrown in the mix and you might think ok so should I do it first or that first! A publication went as
far as to say your UCC1? MEH you should still follow someone else's protocols even after obtaining it! So then I was back at square ONE of WHAT DO I DO &amp; WHAT DO I DO FIRST second third fourth or however many steps it takes? But lo it's really starting to feel as if the pressure is to pay more for one-on-one
or details etc. That I'm still ironic considering the topic of attention to this issue! Your people are breaking money in our system but you are acting as if your end money is all... More than helping others in the process. It's not cheap. People are trying to learn these things... But my point is, I think this book is certain. I think
this book though big &amp; rather anecdotal up to this point with the breaking down the message through movies like the Wizard of OZ &amp; The Matrix series.... At first I like the book please point to tell me what to do &amp; how to do it right etc. I don't WANT to be read bedtime-like stories I don't want all the fluff I
want the meat &amp; potatoes skip the appetizer PLEASE!!! But somehow through the reading of these parable like movie breakdowns I find that I am somewhat charmed &amp; enchanted by this book! I'm like a child excited to... Good listening to the bedtime story after all LOL! Gimmee my baba &amp; blankey lets do
this all the way then! Yes I'm enjoying very much just reading for the sake of getting insight etc. However it has sparked new ideas in my mind and/or the unseen ones awaken I seem to have a knack for how I can say this finding where I butt head with.... Dear God, is that all I've ever faced? LOLHere is an issue I think I
can boil it down to: this is religion!... I mean, Christian in this case! Now the author of the mind is, I make sense, somehow keeping it kind of wrap under me I think he knows that this shouldn't be about an opportunity to THUMP however I think the nature of this whole revelation process may seem like it calls for a fixed
foundation where to stand in &amp; for a point of or sense of â€â€¦ direction. I was trying to keep this in mind until the dean thing just caused me to reveal the object to some notions that put on the table. So now the author rather beautifully explains that the matrix-like system is not necessarily a system we need to be
absolutely at war with as much as it's simply a system to understand the work of... I may not say this right but it brought to mind the kind of situation in which to say for example someone gets bullets or some external issues lodged in their body! The instinct first may get OMG this thing now!! When reality is more like UH
NO shock or the way the body has been affected there means mere extraction from the foreign body can actually be worse than allowing the body to deal with the foreign body! I got that &amp; I seem to recall the duality of things; what seems so very bad might in actuality be the very thing that molds, forges &amp;
strengthens some even spiritual force within us aside from â€œreligionâ€ a rigor that MUST be reckoned with, a means to a good ends even! So I didn't expect to feel this way about the current situation and the state of affairs by reading this work! My problem is that when the author moves to say that those who find their
way to redemption their new position should somehow be all about saving othersâ€¦ I'm not against the idea however I'm out of mind that we have a duty to And most importantly! I understand it has an air of selfishness but I challenge this conclusion! And you see this is where I know â€œreligionâ€‹has a lot of big minds
infected! This â €œaltruismâ € thing isnâ €™t as benevolent a thing as it appears! One should be not only free for the first time but I take it one step further and say one also experiences what it feels like and knowing it inside before one can even think about â€œsavingâ€ someone else? You simply can't give someone
what you did first! EVEN IF YOU CAN GET IT A DISSERVICE TO THE PARTY BECAUSE THEY DONÂ€™N'T KNOW WHAT TO DO WITH IT... You've never shown them because you've never experienced it for yourself, a redemption that I see by definition, preserving what was yours first! But is the idea raised here
as if redemption is merely a constant state of redemption for redemption sake? So you go to Zion only to be busy and in pain with those who think in reality you're just crazy talking crazy? Salvation is the means and the end, and nothing more? You can't enjoy what you missed ??? I strongly disagree! Dean always seems
to be trying really to actually make it seem that thinking or doing for someone else at his own expense is quite something to do! I don't agree! I can't explain this enough but I feel as if I have experienced the disadvantage of this in mere speaking out! When I'm very anxious to others about my good ideas or my plans as a
means of encouraging or helping them nine times out of ten just telling them my own fire of making it happen to myself! It is said to the left hand what the right hand is doing! By the same token molding oneâ €™s life centered around FIRST benefiting or thinking of others AS the main object is somewhat the grand
delusion of the self righteous or religious to default type of person &amp; I find it insincere! Being willing to answer questions when asked is different! But making others own missions in life? I think that's your illusion of sorts! So that's my first main objection to the material we can't â€‹Others really save themselves what
we can do is show them what it looks like through it being us as much as possible! So where does the author suggest the people of Zion (in the Matrix series) risk annihilation for never disconnecting with the â€œcommercialâ€ matrix aspect and thus missing the point of serving their fellow men? It just doesnâ€™t jive
with me it also conflicts with the very narrative of the author laid somewhere in the same chapter when he states it's not neo, it wasn't Morpheus, it wasn't Trinity, it wasn't any of them and included the people of Zion too!!! The book states that it was the matrix itself that extracted neo from the !!!! So clearly it is not people
of Zionâ €™s SOLE MISSION to be about getting people out of the matrixâ€¦HERE is what I think â€œreligion falls short &amp; why religion ITSELF is a matrix all itâ€™s OWNhaps even more deeply rooted than the FINANCIAL matrix! Religion, at least in this instance, clearly has no meaning of life to live after
freedom!!!! DEAN ONLY KNOWS HOW TO GET OUT OF LIFE SO MUCH IT'S LOOKING Â€œSAVEÂ€ RELIGION SEEMS MORE SPECIFIC ABOUT DISDAIN FOR ANY PERSONAL PLEASURE! Dean asks that we constantly see our fellow man as less than able as we are so they need your help! Forget that it was
only the higher power that you have where you go through you basically having conversations within yourself and asking questions within yourself! YOU now have to act as if NO OTHER MAN can have the very SAME revelation from within that YOU had &amp; that THAT is what will LEAD HIM to HIS OWN redemption
NOT YOU ranting and raving about what he should be need be ought be DOING! Freedom cannot be given or even transferred in it must be produced from within to be 100% successful! So my goal is to enjoy my most complete own trip those who will be so inclined methat will ask the key to asking more than you or me
telling!!!! I always felt cheated when I was a Christian I felt I had been drawn to something when it was seeMthat I was special or important.. But even when I'm â€œIN ITâ€¦ just a little bit... Fresh from frier â€¦ it was as if suddenly I was no longer as important as I led to believe (you see itâ€™s ™ in the lead-in) it was
about running out of yourself and getting others using so much the same lies that they were so important... but the REALITY WAS &amp; ISâ€¦It is NOT about experiencing LIFE or even God it is ALWAYS about DRIVING UP MEMBERSHIP... getting them â€œinâ€THink about just what you are actually â€œinâ€ when
you are neck deep &amp; it is TOO LATE to turn back?NO I choose to not only REDEEM life! I choose to EXPERIENCE &amp; ENJOY MY LIFE as a MEANS of being an EXAMPLE but NOT to myself go out &amp; â€œSAVEâ€WE ALL HAVE the ability to save ourselves through the spirit within! I will continue to read
this great book! But I DO have my wits about me &amp; I WILL edit what I need to in order to get through to the meat &amp; potatoes of it! It!
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